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1. Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are state-of-the-art rechargeable
energy storage technology for mobile and portable applications.
Nevertheless, the ever-increasing demand for high-energy
density solutions constitutes an enduring research stimulus
for improving the cell components. Novel materials for

next-generation LIBs include Silicon (Si)
as active anode material and ionic liquids
(ILs) as electrolytes.

Because of its superior theoretical energy
density (3579mAhg�1 or 2190mAhcm�3)[1,2]

compared to the commonly used graphite
(372mAhg�1 or 837mAhg�3),[3] Si is a
promising anode material. However, this
benefit comes at the cost of large volumetric
expansion of Si during lithiation of up to
280% (compared to less than 10% for graph-
ite).[1,3] Together with the relatively slow
diffusion of lithium (Li) in Si this leads to
high mechanical stresses and consequently
fast deterioration of the anode.[4,5] This chal-
lenge is often circumvented by using com-
posite anodes where only a small fraction of
the active material is Si.[6–9] To make use
of the high capacity that pure Si anodes
provide, another approach is to apply Si
nanostructures.[5,10–12] Studies have shown
that below a certain diameter threshold, Si

is less prone to fracturing.[13–16] Here, especially Si nanowires
(NWs) have sparked great research interest.[17–22]

Theoretical modeling and simulation of full cells and cell com-
ponents can give insights into processes that are otherwise hardly
accessible and thus support the development of such next-
generation LIBs. Various types of models have been applied to
study different aspects of Si anodes. Phase-field models are used
to investigate the phase separation and mechanical stresses
using the finite element method.[23–27] Many single particle
models include the important mechanical effects of Si
lithiation.[5,14,28–31] For example, Verma et al. studied the Si lith-
iation in nanospheres and nanorods using a single particle
model.[32] Given the wide range of literature values for the solid
diffusion coefficient of Li in Si and the rate constant, they pro-
pose individual values for each Si particle geometry based on
comparison with experiments. Physics-based volume-averaged
simulations focus often on Si composite electrodes[9,33–35] or
apply the models to half-cells with standard electrolytes[36,37]

only. However, Chandrasekaran and Fuller already highlighted
the importance of electrode porosity with Si as active material
in the anode.[33]

ILs are compatible with low-voltage electrodes such as Si ano-
des and can help reduce the degradation of Si related to the solid-
electrolyte interphase (SEI).[38–40] Thus, significant research goes
into combining these favorable material classes.[41–46] To
describe transport in IL electrolytes, important features of highly
concentrated electrolytes have to be captured correctly. Early con-
tinuum theories already combine the different scales of bulk and
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Silicon (Si) anodes attract a lot of research attention for their potential to enable
high-energy density lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). Many studies focus on nano-
structured Si anodes to counteract deterioration. Herein, LIBs are modeled with
Si nanowire anodes in combination with an ionic liquid (IL) electrolyte. On the
anode side, elastic deformations to reflect the large volumetric changes of Si are
allowed. With physics-based continuum modeling, insight into usually hardly
accessible quantities like the stress distribution in the active material can be
provided. For the IL electrolyte, the thermodynamically consistent transport
theory includes convection as relevant transport mechanism. The volume-
averaged 1dþ1d framework is presented and parameter studies are performed to
investigate the influence of the Si anode morphology on the cell performance. The
findings highlight the importance of incorporating the volumetric expansion of Si
in physics-based simulations. Even for nanostructured anodes — which are
said to be beneficial concerning the stresses — the expansion influences the
achievable capacity of the cell. Accounting for enough pore space is important for
efficient active material usage.
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interfaces but cannot resolve detailed transport processes.[47–51]

Monroe et al. included important aspects of highly concentrated
electrolytes in their modeling equations like solute volume
effects and stresses due to local pressure.[52–54]

In this work, we use physics-based continuum modeling to
bring together nanostructured Si anodes and IL electrolytes in
one consistent full-cell model. We combine our novel transport
theory for highly concentrated electrolytes[55] with the recently
developed chemomechanically coupled anode model.[5,27] Both
theories are derived consistently from nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics by modeling the free energy and incorporating the cru-
cial aspects of the respective cell component. The electrolyte
theory includes convection as nonnegligible transport mecha-
nism and correctly reflects the unique interfacial behavior of
ILs.[56,57] On the anode side, the chemomechanical coupling
results from concentration-dependent reversible deformations.[5]

Allowing for these elastic deformations is still important for
nanostructured Si anodes due to the large volumetric changes.

We structure this manuscript into two main parts. First, in
Section 2, we describe the modeling framework in detail.
Second, in Section 2, we apply our model to secondary battery
cells containing amorphous Si NWs as anode, IL electrolytes,
and a standard lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC)
cathode. Furthermore, we study the effects of the anode geome-
try and transport parameters on the cell performance.

2. Model

In this theory section, we outline our modeling framework. Our
continuum transport theory is based on thermodynamics and
focuses on modeling the free energy density. To account for
the mechanical aspects of the anode and for the IL-based liquid
electrolyte in our holistic description, we combine two separate
frameworks, which were previously published by some of the
authors. First, our description of the electrolyte is based on
the transport theory presented in refs. [55,57,58]. Second, we
account for the large volumetric changes in the Si-based anode
material by applying the chemomechanical model for active
particles presented in refs. [5,27]. Altogether, we couple the

two descriptions of the solid and liquid phases via an electro-
chemical reaction rate.

We structure this modeling article as follows. First, in
Section 2.1, we present our set-up of the battery. Next, in
Section 2.2, we briefly summarize the major aspects of both the-
ories and state the modeling equations. A more detailed discus-
sion is presented in Section S-1 of the Supporting Information,
and can be found in the literature.[5,27,55,57] Finally, in Section 2.3,
we discuss the parameterization of the baseline cell.

2.1. 1Dþ1D Set-Up of the Battery

In this section, we present our one-dimensional (1d) set-up of the
LIB with an IL electrolyte and a Si-based anode. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the full-cell model with NWs on the anode side in
cylindrical geometry and spherical cathode particles. We model
the transport of Li-ions throughout the cell in x-direction and sep-
arate the battery cell into three distinct regions. The left region
comprises the anode, next to the separator in the middle, and the
cathode to the right. In addition, we model the active material of
the electrodes in radial r-direction, see the cylindrical Si NWs of
the anode on the left side and the spherical particles of the cath-
ode on the right side. Altogether, this yields a 1dþ1d model of
the battery cell.

The three cell components (anode, separator, and cathode)
have a porous structure, into which the liquid electrolyte is
immersed. Thus, they constitute superpositions of two continuous
phases, the active, solid material (s) and the liquid electrolyte (e).
We address this complex morphology using porous electrode
theory[59] and discretize the two dimensions (x and r) into voxels
(x1, …, xn and r1, …, rm). The main descriptor of the morphology
is the porosity ε of the electrodes and separator, which is defined
as the relative amount of pore space that is filled with electrolyte.
Since in our model the anode is made of Si NWs, which undergo
large volume changes, the porosity of the anode is constantly
adjusted according to the current radius of the Si NWs. In addi-
tion, we phenomenologically account for the tortuosity of the cell
components via a Bruggeman coefficient of β ¼ 1.5. Based on
this, we describe the transport via volume-averaged quantities.

Figure 1. Schematic of the 1dþ1d full cell model. Li-ion transport is modeled in x-dimension throughout the cell and in r-dimension within the active
electrode particles.
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Thus, the full cell scheme in Figure 1 is only a sketch illustrating
the two dimensions of our model. The complex interplay of
radius and pore space is investigated in Section 3.2.

2.2. Theory

In this section, we summarize the two continuummodels for the
electrolyte transport and for the mechanical deformation of the Si
NWs, on which our theoretical description of the complete cell is
based.

Both continuum models are derived from the same underly-
ing framework of rational thermodynamics (RT).[5,27,55,57] RT is
based on rigorous physical assumptions, e.g., universal balanc-
ing laws, and provides a description of nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamics based on constitutive equations. These take the form of
thermodynamic derivatives of the Helmholtz free energy
FH ¼ ∫ ρφHdV , and are consistent with the thermodynamic
laws. As a consequence, the focal quantity in this framework
is the Helmholtz free energy density of the system, ρφH, which
casts the general framework to specific materials. Table 1 con-
tains the final (isothermal) set of differential-algebraic equations,
which describes transport in the battery.

In the following, we briefly discuss the theoretical description
of the three main components (electrolyte, anode, and cathode),
our coupling between the liquid phase and the solid phase via a
Butler–Volmer ansatz, and the boundary conditions. A more in-
depth derivation of the theories can be found in Section S-1 in the
Supporting Information.

First, we discuss the electrolyte. Here, we focus on IL-based
electrolytes of the form “Li-saltþ IL with common anion.”
Hence, we restrict our general description (applicable to any
number of electrolyte species) to three ionic components, which
are present in the liquid. These are the Li-ions, the cation of the
IL, and the common anion. We account for all relevant transport
mechanisms, i.e., convection (which plays an important role in
concentrated electrolytes), diffusion, and migration. Altogether,
the theory results in three electrolyte transport equations, cf.
Table 1. Here, ceLi is the Li-ion concentration in the electrolyte,
v the center-of-mass-based convection velocity, Mα the molar
mass of species α, and sLi are source terms for Li. We refer to
the list of symbols for a detailed explanation of the nomenclature.
Furthermore, the flux density of the Li-ions NLi and the electric
current density J, read

NLi ¼
tLi
F

Man

MLiSalt
J� εβDe

Li
∂
∂x

˜̃μLi (1)

J ¼ �εβκ
∂
∂x

ϕ� εβκ
tLi
F

Man

MLiSalt

∂
∂x

˜̃μLi (2)

here tLi,De
Li, and κ denote the transference number of the Li-ions,

the diffusion coefficient of the Li-ions, and the ionic conductivity.
Together they constitute the set of independent transport param-
eters of the electrolyte. Furthermore, ˜̃μLi is the effective chemical
potential of the Li-ions, and ϕ ¼ Φþ μ̃catMan=FMIL is the che-
moelectric potential,[58,60] defined with respect to the electrostatic
Maxwell or Galvani potential Φ, and the effective chemical poten-
tial μ̃cat of the IL-cations. See Section S-1.1 in the Supporting
Information and ref. [55] for a detailed discussion of all relevant
quantities.

On the anode side, we model transport of the Li-ions in the Si
NWs. Upon (de-) lithiation, these undergo large volumetric
changes. We use the chemomechanically coupled model from
Kolzenberg et al. to describe the deformation of the NWs via
chemical expansion Fchem due to solid diffusion and mechanical
deformations Felas, so that Frev ¼ FelasFchem (Equation (S-35) in
the Supporting Information).[5,27] The concentration gradients
that build up during (de-)lithiation cause mechanical deforma-
tions and, thus, mechanical stresses in the NWs. Table 1 com-
prises the corresponding two differential equations expressed in
cylindrical coordinates. The two equations describe the mutually
coupled solid diffusion affecting the time evolution of the
concentration and the reversible stresses which obey the momen-
tum balance (see Equation (S-43) and (S-44), Supporting
Information). Note that the evolution of the Si NWs is expressed
using a Lagrangian description which is fixed to the material
points of the NWs at a given reference configuration (here the
undeformed initial state at time t ¼ 0, denoted by a subscript
“0”). Here, Ra

0 is the initial NW radius, Prev is the first reversible
Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, Da

Li the solid diffusion coefficient
of Li in Si, and θaLi ¼ caLi;0=c

a;max
Li;0 is the dimensionless concentra-

tion or state of charge (SoC) with ca;max
Li;0 being the maximum pos-

sible concentration of Li in Si. For a more detailed discussion, we
refer to Section S-1.2 in the Supporting Information and
refs. [5,27].

On the cathode side, we use a simple model for solid diffusion
based on Fick’s law of diffusion. For simplicity, we assume
spherical active particles in the cathode and express the

Table 1. System of differential equations that describes the transport in the anode, the cathode, and the electrolyte. Three species are considered in the
electrolyte (anion, cation, Li).a)

Anode Electrolyte Cathode

∂
∂t
θaLi ¼

1
Ra
0

∂
∂Ra

0
Ra
0
Da

Li

RT
θaLi 1� θaLið Þ ∂μLi

∂Ra
0

� �
∂
∂t
εceLi ¼ � ∂

∂x
NLi �

∂
∂x

εceLivþ sLi
∂
∂t
θcLi ¼

1
Rc2

∂
∂Rc R

c2Dc
Li
∂θcLi
∂Rc

0 ¼ ∂Prev;r
∂Ra

0
þ 1
Ra
0

Prev;r � Prev;ϕ
� �

0 ¼ � ∂
∂x

Jþ FsLi
–

–
0 ¼ � ∂

∂x
εv� ˜̃νLi

∂
∂x

NLi �
ν̃cat
F

Man

MIL

∂
∂x

Jþ νLisLi
–

a)See Equation (1) and (2) for the definition of the Li flux density and the electric current density in the electrolyte. Cylindrical coordinates are used on the anode side, spherical
coordinates on the cathode side, and Cartesian coordinates for the electrolyte.
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corresponding transport equation via spherical coordinates, see
Table 1. Here, Rc is the radius of the spherical particles,Dc

Li is the
solid diffusion coefficient of Li in the cathode material, and θcLi is
the SoC of the cathode.

Finally, Li-ion transport in the solid and liquid phases is
coupled via source terms based on a standard Butler–Volmer
approach:[61]

sLi ¼ As
specjse=F (3)

where As
spec is the specific surface area of the respective electrode.

The electrode–electrolyte current density jse reads:

jse ¼ 2jse0 sinh
F

2RT
ηse

� �
(4)

and depends on the overpotential ηse and the exchange current
density jse0 . Here,

jse0 ¼ Fks θsLi 1� θsLi
� �� �

0.5 ceLi
ceLi;0

 !
0.5

(5)

where ks is the rate constant, θsLi is the SoC of the electrode,
and ceLi;0 is the initial Li concentration of the electrolyte. The over-
potential is defined as:

ηse ¼ Φs � Φe �Us
0 θsLi
� �� RT

F
ln

ceLi
ceLi;0

 !
(6)

where Φs and Φe are the electric potential of the electrode and
electrolyte, respectively. Us

0 θsLi
� �

is the half-cell open circuit
potential at the respective SoC. The externally applied current
density couples to the electrodes via Jext ¼ FsLidx.

We use the following boundary conditions for the differential
equations in Table 1. The flux density jse=F is the boundary con-
dition for the anode and cathode diffusion equations at the parti-
cle/NW surface (r ¼ Rs). At the center (r ¼ 0), no flux is assumed
due to the radial symmetry of the particle/NW ( ∂csLi= ∂r ¼ 0). In
the stress equation, the radial component of the Piola stress van-
ishes (Prev;r ¼ 0) at the NW surface (r ¼ Ra) because we assume
that the NWs can expand freely into the electrolyte as long as
there is enough pore space left. Assuming a primitive cubic lat-
tice of NWs, we show in Section S-2.1 in the Supporting
Information that the porosity threshold for the anode is
εa ¼ 22% for geometry reasons. For the electrolyte transport
equations, we assume that no flux can enter the current collectors
at x ¼ 0 (anode side) and x ¼ Ltot (cathode side). Thus, there, we
set ∂ceLi= ∂x ¼ ∂Φ= ∂x ¼ 0. Also, v ¼ 0 at x ¼ 0 with an open
boundary condition at x ¼ Ltot for numerical reasons.

2.3. Parameterization

In the following, we summarize the parameters that we use for
our baseline simulations. The baseline cell is set-up to study the
Si NW anode. Thus, we apply an amorphous Si NW anode, a
standard NMC111 cathode, and an ionic liquid electrolyte of
the form IL þ Li-salt with common anion. On the anode
side, the experimental works of Ryan et al. serve as orientation

for the Si NW geometry (e.g., length, thickness of the
NWs).[42,44,46,62] Further parameters for the anode are calculated
from these values and taken from literature.[32] As electrolyte, we
use the mixture (0.4)LiFSI(0.6)Pyr12O1FSI (see Section S-2.2 in
the Supporting Information for chemical acronyms) which
has a reasonably high Li-ion transference number of about
0.1.[63–65] The partial molar volumes of the three ionic species
are νFSI ¼ 8.92� 10�5m3mol�1, νPyr ¼ 1.48� 10�4m3mol�1,
and νLi ¼ 1.11� 10�6m3mol�1.[64]

It has been reported that Si nanostructures are less prone to
fracture if they have a diameter below roughly 300mm.[15,16]

Thus, for our baseline cell, we assume a cylindrical geometry
with Ra

0 ¼ 150mm radius and a length of La ¼ 5 μm for our
Si NWs. For the anode, we assume an active mass loading of
0.25mgcm�2, which results in a porosity of 0.78 (see Section
S-2.4). Note that the influence of these values on the cell perfor-
mance will be investigated in Section 3.2. For the anode open
circuit voltage (OCV) curve Ua

0 θaLi
� �

, we use the galvanostatic
intermittent titration technique (GITT) data from ref. [66] (see
Equation (S-47) in Section S-2.3). For the cathode, the OCV curve
Uc

0 θcLi
� �

is taken from ref. [67], cf. Equation (S-46). To make sure
that the Si anode is limiting cell performance, we set its capacity
slightly lower than the cathode capacity and choose the cathode
thickness (length) accordingly. This ensures that the cathode can
supply enough Li to the anode. Specific surface areas are derived
from the respective electrode geometries (length, radius and
porosity), see Equation (S-50) and (S-51) in Section S-2.5
(Supporting Information). In our simulations, we terminate
the process of charging (/discharging), the cell once the NW sur-
face (outermost voxel in radial direction) reaches a SoC of 0.95
(/0.05). Thereby, we avoid the onset of Li plating, which typically
occurs for Li-saturated electrode particles.[68] All simulations are
performed at room temperature (T ¼ 298.15K). Table 2 lists the
most important parameters.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, we present numerical results obtained from
computer simulations performed with our cell model. First, in
Section 3.1, we discuss our “baseline” system with the parame-
terization presented in Section 2.3. Here, we focus on the SoC of
the electrodes and on the stresses in the Si NWs which are hardly
accessible via experiments. Next, we discuss the influence of
the silicon geometry and material parameters on the cell-
performance. For this purpose, in Section 3.2, we perform
parameter studies focusing on the Si NW anode. In
Section 3.2.1, we investigate the diffusion of Li inside the Si
NWs by varying the solid diffusion coefficient and the NW radius
while maintaining a constant anode capacity. Finally, in
Section 3.2.2, we investigate the effect of anode porosity on
the capacity of the cell.

3.1. Baseline Simulation

In this section, we perform full cell simulations of the as above
parameterized battery model, which consist of one full charge–
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discharge cycle. The behavior over more cycles is briefly
discussed in Section S-3.1.3 in the Supporting Information.

Figure 2 shows typical charge–discharge curves of the baseline
cell, where the cell potential is plotted against the areal capacity at
four different C-rates ranging from C/50 to C/5. For all C-rates,
charging starts at 3.06 V and is stopped once the SoC of the Si
NWs reaches the abovementioned value of 0.95. Apparently, the
shape of the profiles is similar for all C-rates. However, increas-
ing the charging dynamics (higher C-rates) reduces the terminal
voltage at end of charge (EoC) as well as the maximally achievable
capacity. In our simulation, end of discharge (EoD) is reached
once the SoC of the anode is 0.05. It can be seen for all C-rates,
that the final capacity does not reach zero again. This deviation
increases with higher C-rates. We go into more detail on reasons
for this observation later in this section.

Next, we focus on the reversible deformations of the Si NWs.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the NW radius Ra as function of
the capacity during one charge–discharge cycle, evaluated at four

different C-rates. At the beginning of charging, the NWs are in
their pristine state with radius Ra

0 ¼ 150nm. Apparently, during
charging, the radius increases up to a terminal value at the EoC
(marked with “x”). This can be attributed to the fact that during
charging, Li diffuses into the NWs, which results in a radial
“swelling.” The degree of swelling, i.e., the maximal radius at
EoC, decreases with increasing charge rate. Once discharging
starts, the radii decrease along the path of charging until the
EoD (marked with “þ”). This results in an overlap of the curves
for different C-rates indicating mostly chemical and only small
elastic deformation. However, it can be seen that the terminal
radii at EoD are larger than the initial radius. Thus, the NWs
do not fully contract back to the initial configuration and the
swelling is not fully reversed. Apparently, the residual swelling
at EoD increases with increasing C-rates. This is in agreement
with the observation from Figure 2.

Next, we investigate the SoC profile of Li within the solid,
active materials of the electrodes at two different C-rates at

Table 2. Baseline cell parameters.

Parameter Unit Anode Separator Cathode Electrolyte

Length Ls;e μm 5 20 20 45 (Ltot)

(Initial) Radius Rs
0 μm 0.15 – 5.5[67] –

Porosity εs – 0.781a) 0.5 0.383[67] –

Spec. surface area As
spec m�1 2.92� 106a) – 3.37� 105a) –

Max. concentration cmax;s
Li mol m�1 311 475[32] – 36 224[67] –

Rate constant ks mol m�2 s–1 2.06� 10�7a) – 7.51� 10�5a) –

Diffusion coefficient Ds;e
Li m�2 s–1 10�18[32] – 2� 10�15[67] 7.5� 10�12[63]

Conductivity κ S m�1 – – – 0.192[64]

Transference number tLi – – – – 0.1[64]

Initial concentration ceLi;0 mol m�3 – – – 2240a)

a)calculated.

Figure 2. Cell potential for one charge–discharge cycle versus areal capac-
ity for different C-rates.

Figure 3. Evolution of the Si NW radius over one charge–discharge cycle
for different C-rates. Symbols mark the EoC (x) and the EoD (þ).
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the EoC. The SoC is a spatially resolved quantity along the two
dimensions of our model, see also Figure 1, namely, the radial
coordinate r of the electrode particles/NWs and the lateral exten-
sion x of the cell. Figure 4 shows four contour plots for the Li
content (in percent) versus these two spatial dimensions.
Figure 4a,c shows the SoC of the anode at the EoC for a C-rate
of C/50 (blue, a)) and C/5 (yellow, c)). Similarly, Figure 4b,d
shows the SoC of the cathode at the EoC with the respective
C-rates C/50 (blue, b)) and C/5 (yellow, d)). As can be inferred
from Figure 4b,d, at the EoC (anode SoC of 95%), there is still
capacity left in the cathode (>5%) for both C-rates. This property
of the electrodes is an intended artifact of our parameterization
protocol, where we set the cathode capacity to be slightly larger
than the anode capacity (see Section 2.3). Apparently, in each
plot, the SoC is almost constant along the x-dimension. This sug-
gests that the transport of Li-ions in the IL electrolyte is fast
enough as to sustain a sufficient Li supply everywhere in the
porous electrodes. Along the radial dimension (from the center
to the outermost voxel), however, there is a small SoC-gradient
visible of roughly 1% in the cathode (Figure 4b) and 2% in the
anode (Figure 4a) for the moderate C-rate of C/50. This changes
when we go to a higher C-rate of C/5. Figure 4c shows that when
the outermost region of the NWs reaches their terminal SoC
(95%), the innermost regions are not yet fully charged. This leads
to a significant gradient in the SoC profile along the r-dimension.
As shown in Figure 4d, the increased C-rate also amplifies the
radial SoC gradient in the cathode particles. Altogether, this

suggests that for higher applied currents the transport of Li
becomes diffusion-limited inside the Si NWs. Hence, for higher
C-rates, the fraction of the available anode capacity, which is pro-
vided by the inner regions of the NWs, cannot be fully exploited.
This explains the decline in cell capacity under enhanced C-rates
as shown in Figure 2 and the effect that enhanced charging cur-
rents lead to reduced swelling of the NWs (see Figure 3).

Finally, we investigate the mechanical strain which is induced
upon the NWs during (de-)lithiation. For this purpose, we focus
on the evolution of the radial components σr of the Cauchy stress
σ inside the NWs, as given by Equation (S-24) (in the Supporting
Information, we also discuss the tangential component of the
Cauchy stress σ , see Figure S3 and S4 in Section S-3.1.2. In
the Supporting Information, we show that there exist no signifi-
cant stress gradients along the x-coordinate (see Figure S2 in sec-
tion S-3.1.1 in the Supporting Information) which is in line with
the absence of a concentration gradient along the x-dimension
(cf. Figure 4). Hence, the position of the NW along the
x-direction has a negligible influence on the stress distribution
within the NW and it suffices to study the NW stresses at one
particular location. In the following, we restrict our discussion
of the NW stresses to the x-voxel closest to the separator.

Figure 5 shows the radial component of the Cauchy stress over
the capacity for different C-rates at the center of the NW (voxel
“r1”). The Cauchy stress is calculated relative to the present
radius of the NWs and, thus, defined in the Euler frame of
reference. Apparently, the stress profile has a similar shape

Figure 4. a,c) Spatial distribution of the SoC (in %) in the anode and b,d) the cathode at the EoC after a,b) charging with C/50 (blue) and c,d) C/5 (yellow).
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for all C-rates, with tensile (positive) stresses during charging
which soon become compressive (negative) stresses during dis-
charging. For higher C-rates, the absolute stress increases. The
initial steep increase of the stress can be attributed to the large
concentration gradients that build up when the NW surface gets
lithiated. Tensile stresses stretch the inner part of the NWs to
accommodate the chemical expansion of the outer region.
With further lithiation the NW radially expands (cf. Figure 3).
Thus, the concentration difference spreads over an increasing
radius causing the stress to slowly decrease. The same effect hap-
pens inversely during discharging, where the surface starts to get
delithiated compressing the NW and the radius decreases. The
discharge process terminates when there is still some capacity
left in the NWs. Similarly to Figure 4c,d which shows the
SOC of the electrodes at the EoC, there remains a concentration
gradient in the anode at the EoD. Thus, the stress is not fully
released again.

Next, we focus on the evolution of the radial stresses at the
lowest C-rate (C/50, blue), as shown in Figure 6. To study the
stress evolution at different radial distances rm from the NW cen-
ter, we designate m ¼ 10 locations r1, : : : , r10ð Þ inside the NW
with increasing distance from the center of the NW (where r1
is near the center of the NW and r10 is near the edge).
However, because the radii swell and shrink during cell opera-
tion, the magnitudes of the distances rm are time dependent
(depend on the capacity/SoC). Figure 6a depicts the stress versus
capacity at these positions. Here, the largest curve at voxel r1
equals the blue curve in Figure 5. Apparently, the absolute values
of the stresses decrease with increasing radial distance from the
NW center. This observation is consistent with the boundary con-
dition of vanishing radial stresses at the edge of the NW. Note
that we assume that the NWs can expand freely, as long as there
is enough pore space left. In Figure 6b, the plotting dimensions
are interchanged and the stress is now plotted against the radial
dimension of the NW for various cycle times. It can be seen that
the maximal radius increases during charging and decreases dur-
ing discharging (in accordance with Figure 3), which stems from
the swelling property of the NWs. Apparently, at any given time
during the cycle, the absolute stresses decrease with increasing

radial dimension, which is consistent with the behavior shown in
Figure 6a. The dark, flat curve at σr ¼ 0 marks the start of the
simulation. After a steep increase in the beginning — as also
visible in Figure 6a — the tensile stress slowly decreases during
charging and changes to compressive stress during discharging.
In the Supporting Information, we present the same discussion
for the tangential component of the Cauchy stress σ , see Figure
S3 and S4. Altogether, the general behavior of the stress evolu-
tion is in very good agreement with the results for spherical Si
particles presented in ref. [5] (see, especially, Figure 7 there).

3.2. Parameter Studies

In this section, we investigate the influence of some key param-
eters of the anode on the overall cell performance. First, in
Section 3.2.1, we study the cumulative influence of the solid dif-
fusion coefficient and the NW radius on the cell capacity. Second,
in Section 3.2.2, we focus on the influence of the anode porosity,
and how it affects the maximal cell capacity.

3.2.1. Influence of NW Radius and Solid Diffusion Coefficient

In Section 3.1, we concluded from our simulations of the base-
line cell that the cell performance can be negatively influenced by

Figure 5. Evolution of the radial component of the Cauchy stress in the
center of the Si NWs over one charge–discharge cycle for different C-rates.

Figure 6. Evolution of the radial component of the Cauchy stress within
the NW shown a) versus cell capacity for different radial positions within
the NW (from r1 in the center to r10 near the edge) and b) versus the NW
radius for various times (corresponding to different anode SoCs) during
one full cycle.
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diffusion limitations inside the Si NWs. In this section, we aim
for a more detailed understanding of this effect. To address this
goal, we focus on the solid diffusion coefficient Da

Li of Li in the Si
NWs.

A wide range of diffusion coefficients for Li in Si, spanning
several orders of magnitude, has been reported in the litera-
ture.[4,32,66,69] For example, Verma et al. reported values ranging
from 1� 10�18m2s�1 to 1� 10�16m2s�1 for nanostructured Si,
and propose the value 1� 10�18m2s�1 for NW-like structures
(this value was also used for the parameterization of the baseline
cell discussed in Section 3.1, see also Table 2 in Section 2.3).[32]

In our parameter study, we vary both the solid diffusion coeffi-
cient Da

Li and the initial radius of the Si NWs Ra
0. As we have

found in Section 3.1, both parameters influence how well and
uniformly the anode is lithiated during charging. We emphasize
that the initial anode porosity is constant during this parameter
study. Increasing the NW radius implies less but thicker NWs
per area, whereas the pore space and, thus, distance between
the NWs is unaffected. In particular, varying the radius of the
NWs does not change the active mass loading of the anode
(see also Equation (S-49) in Section S-2.4 in the Supporting
Information).

Our parameter set for Da
Li comprises a total of 27 values, rang-

ing from 1� 10�18m2s�1 up to 1� 10�16m2s�1, as reported in
the literature.[32] In addition, the NW radius is varied from 20 nm
up to 1 μm in steps of 20 nm (50 values). For each pair of these
two parameters we perform a full cell simulation with a C/10-
rate, and extract the maximal cell capacity at the EoC. This results
in a database of 27� 50 ¼ 1350 capacity values. Figure 7 illus-
trates the result database as a contour plot for the capacity values
versus the input parameters shown on the x-axis (diffusion coef-
ficients) and on the y-axis (anode radius). The capacity is normal-
ized with respect to the largest capacity value obtained. Because
the values for the diffusion coefficient span two orders of mag-
nitude, the x-axis is set to a logarithmic scale. The anode
radius on the y-axis displays the initial radius of the pristine
NWs (at beginning of simulation). The red circle marks the

value-set for the two parameters that were used for the baseline
simulation.

Apparently, for lower diffusion coefficients in the order of
1� 10�18m2s�1, the maximal cell capacity decreases significantly
with increasing NW radius. This property can be attributed to the
slow Li diffusion inside the Si NWs and was also observed in the
baseline simulations from the last section for different C-rates
(see Figure 2 and 4). For a higher solid diffusion coefficient
in the order of 1� 10�17m2s�1, the NW radius can be increased
up to about 600 mm without loosing more than 10% of the max-
imal achievable capacity. Upon further increase of the solid dif-
fusion coefficient, only minimal capacity losses are to be expected
from using thicker NWs. We emphasize that these conclusions
are based on the assumption that the electrolyte can supply
enough Li to the anode. In our model, this is the case, and
the electrolyte is not limiting the overall transport in the investi-
gated parameter range.

Altogether, we conclude that nanostructured Si anodes with
small diameter are more effective because their full capacity
can be exploited during charging. For thicker structures,
however, slow diffusion of Li inside the Si NWs limits the overall
achievable cell capacity.

3.2.2. Influence of Anode Porosity

In the second parameter study, we investigate the influence of
the initial anode porosity εa0 on the cell capacity. In Section 2,
we defined the porosity of an electrode as the pore volume frac-
tion of the respective electrode that contains the electrolyte. In
the case of our Si NW anode, the porosity changes during cycling
due to the expansion and contraction of the Si NWs. In our nota-
tion we, thus, distinguish between the initial porosity of the
anode εa0 (pristine state) and the porosity at the EoC εaEoC.

Studying the effect of varying the initial anode porosity is rel-
evant because of the large volumetric changes of Si. As shown
above in Figure 3, the radius of the Si NWs can increase by
up to 50% of its initial value during lithiation. Thus, at some
point the NWs can start to touch which creates large stresses
in the material and aggravates the degradation of the anode.
Therefore, in our simulations, the charging of the cell stops once
the NWs have no more space to expand freely. This is reflected in
a threshold for the minimal porosity which is solely determined
by the underlying geometry of the anode. Assuming a primitive
cubic lattice of NWs the minimal porosity equals 0.215 (see also
Section S-2.1 in the Supporting Information).

For our study, we increase the cathode thickness to
Lc ¼ 31 μm to always ensure a sufficient Li supply for the anode.
We perform full cell simulations at a C/10-rate of the baseline
cell described above (see Section 2.3) and vary the pore space
of the pristine anode εa0 from 0.5 to 0.8 in steps of 0.01 (31 values)
while keeping the initial NW radius fixed.

It is important to note that changing the initial porosity of the
anode while keeping the initial radius of the NWs untouched is
equivalent to a change in distance between the NWs. Thus, less
pore space means more NWs per area (a more dense anode).
This makes the initial anode porosity εa0 inversely proportional
to the active mass loading of the anode aa. This relation is
visualized in Figure 8 (squares).

Figure 7. Normalized cell capacity in % at the EoC after charging with a
C/10-rate versus Si NW radius and anode solid diffusion coefficient. The
red circle marks the parameter set of the baseline cell.
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Figure 8 shows the maximum cell capacity at the EoC CEoC for
the different initial anode porosities εa0 (diamonds). This capacity
exhibits a maximum around 0.65 initial anode pore space
(Cmax

EoC ≈ 1.62mAhcm�2). Upon further increasing the porosity,
the capacity decreases. This decline is a direct consequence of
the decreasing active mass loading of the anode. However, the
capacity decline toward lower initial anode porosity (higher
anode mass loading) is a consequence of the expansion of the
Si NWs and the depletion of the anode pore space.

The data are shown in Figure 9 to obtain a better understand-
ing of this effect. Figure 9 visualizes the SoC of cathode and
anode as well as the anode porosity at the EoC at the lateral loca-
tion closest to the separator in x-direction and near the edge of

the NW or cathode particle in radial direction. The cathode SoC
at EoC θcEoC (squares) is solely included to prove that the Li supply
from the cathode is never the limiting factor in this study
(θcEoC > 0.05 for all cases). The anode SoC at EoC θaEoC (circles)
exhibits a plateau for εa0≧0.65. This reflects the standard charging
behavior of the cell where the anode is fully charged. However,
for εa0 < 0.65, the anode is not fully lithiated upon EoC and an
increasing amount of Li remains stored in the cathode with
decreasing initial anode porosity. From the depicted anode
porosity at EoC εaEoC (crosses), we can see why. Decreasing the
initial anode porosity naturally reduces the anode pore space left
at the EoC. Thus, coming from high initial anode porosity εa0, the
anode pore space at EoC εaEoC decreases until the geometry-
related threshold of εa0 ¼ 0.22 is reached at εa0 ¼ 0.65. The deple-
tion of anode pore space thus limits the charging capacity of the
anode and the full cell for εa0 < 0.65 (cf. Figure 8).

Altogether, we conclude that, in the course of charging the
cell, it is important for nanostructured Si anodes to provide
enough pore space for the active material to expand into. By
choosing the ideal initial anode porosity of 0.65, the cell capacity
of the baseline cell can be improved by 60% from 1.0mAhcm�2

(at an anode porosity of 0.78) to 1.6 mAhcm�2. This equals an
active Si mass loading of 0.4 mg cm�2 while maintaining the
150 nm initial radius of the NW (see Equation (S-49) in the
Supporting Information).

4. Conclusion

In this work, we describe and apply a physics-based 1dþ 1d
modeling framework for Li-ion secondary batteries that
incorporates a nanostructured Si anode and IL electrolyte. Our
framework comprises important material-specific aspects of
the transport. For the highly concentrated electrolyte, we include
convection in the transport equations. On the anode side, the
large volumetric changes of Si are taken into account through
chemomechanical coupling.

We demonstrate the functionality of our model for a fully
parameterized baseline cell with a Si NW anode and standard
NMC111 cathode. Our physics-based simulations provide access
to otherwise inaccessible quantities like the state of charge inside
the active materials and the stresses that occur in the nanostruc-
tured Si.

We then perform parameter studies to investigate the influ-
ence of certain transport and geometric parameters of the Si
NW anode on the cell performance. We find that for the low solid
diffusion coefficient of Li in Si that is reported in literature, nano-
structured Si anodes are advantageous. Slow Li diffusion limits
the capacity of the anode that can be exploited. Thicker Si struc-
tures do not get fully lithiated without risking Li plating. This
leads to a reduced maximal achievable cell capacity for a constant
active Si mass loading. Second, for nanostructured Si anodes suf-
ficient pore space between the Si structures is important. Low
porosity hinders the Si NWs from expanding and thus limits
the maximum cell capacity.

Figure 8. Maximum cell capacity at the EoC after charging with a C/10-rate
(diamonds, left axis) and anode active mass loading (squares, right axis)
versus initial anode porosity.

Figure 9. SoC (left axis) of anode (circles) and cathode (squares) and
anode porosity (crosses, right axis) at the EoC after charging with a
C/10-rate versus initial anode porosity.
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List of Symbols

Indices

a Superscript referring to anode

c Superscript referring to cathode

e Superscript referring to electrolyte

H Superscript referring to Helmholtz

max Superscript referring to maximum

s Superscript referring to solid electrodes

an Subscript referring to anion

cat Subscript referring to cation

chem Subscript referring to chemical

elas Subscript referring to elastic

EoC Subscript referring to end of charge

ext Subscript referring to external

IL Subscript referring to ionic liquid (cation þ anion)

int Subscript referring to interaction

Li Subscript referring to lithium

LiSalt Subscript referring to Li-salt (Li þ anion)

r Subscript referring to radial component

rev Subscript referring to reversible

Si Subscript referring to silicon

spec Subscript referring to specific

tot Subscript referring to total

α, β, : : : Greek subscripts refer to ion constituents

ϕ Subscript referring to tangential/angular component

0 Subscript referring to initial/Lagrange frame

Roman Symbols

a Active mass loading kgm�2

A Area m2

b Body force density ms�2

c Species concentration/Molarity molm2

C Capacity A Sm�2

C Reversible right Cauchy–Green tensor

ℂ Elasticity tensor kgm�1s�2

D Diffusion coefficient (with respect to
thermodynamic driving force)

m2s�1

D Dielectric displacement field A Sm�2

E Young’s modulus kgm�1s�2

Eelas Elastic Green–Lagrange strain tensor

E Electric field kgmA�1s�3

F Faraday constant A smol�1s�2

FH Helmholtz free energy kgm2s�2

F Deformation gradient tensor

I Electric current A

I Identity matrix

j0 Exchange current density Am�2

J Determinant of deformation gradient tensor

J Electric current density Am�2

k Rate constant mol s�1 m�2

K Bulk modulus kgm�1s�2

L Length m

ℒ Onsager matrix smol2 s kg�1 m�3

M Molar mass kgmol �1

ℳ Isotropic Li mobility mol2 s kg�1 m�3

N Number of species

N Species flux density molm�2 s�1

p Momentum density m s�1

P First Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor kgm�1s�2

q Electric charge density A sm�3

j jr Radial coordinate (radius) m

R Radius m

R Universal gas constant kgm2s�2K�1mol �1

ℛ Entropy production rate kgm�1s�3

s Source term mol s�1m�3

S Entropy density m2 s�2K�1

t Time s

tα Transference number

T Temperature K

T Second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor kgm�1s�2

u Internal energy density m2 s�2K�1

U Potential kgm2A�1s�3

V Volume m3

v (Convection) velocity (center of mass) ms�1

x x coordinate (length) m

z Valence/Charge number

Greek Symbols

β Bruggeman coefficient

ε Porosity/Volume fraction of pore space

εR Relative permittivity

ε0 Vacuum permittivity A s V�1m�1

η Overpotential kgm2A�1s�3

θ State of charge (SoC)

κ Conductivity A2 s3 kg�1m�3

λ Deformation

μ Chemical potential kgm2s�2mol�1

ν Poisson ratio

j jν Partial molar volume m3mol�1

ρ Mass density kgm�3

σ Cauchy stress tensor kgm�1s�2

Φ Electric potential kgm2A�1s�3

ϕ Chemoelectric potential kgm2A�1s�3

φ Electrochemical potential kgm2s�2mol�1

φH Helmholtz free energy density m�3s�2
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